NewMiners meet Locals

Interactive Workshop
NewMine kick-off

Houthalen-Helchteren
6/2/2017
Programma

20h00: Welcome
20h05: Panel on ELFM, CtC, Locals & NewMine
20h30: Small Group Conversations
21h30: Plenary Exchange
21h55: Conclusions & View ahead
22h00: Closure
Panel

- Yves Tielemans, Group Machiels, Project Manager Closing the Circle at Remo Landfill
- Maurice Ballard, Chairman of ‘de Locals’
- Joakim Krook, Linköping University, Faculty/Promotor NewMine
- Koen Sips, Point Consulting Group, Moderator
Panel

- The Past
  - Where do we come from? Professionally, region, company, country, research focus etc vis-a-vis LFM

- The Present
  - What has moved in recent years & where are you now?

- The Future
  - Plans en interests for Closing the Circle, NewMine, Locals
Small Group Conversations

- **Getting to know each other:** (5’)
  Quick round: name, affiliation, & question
- **Choosing a few relevant questions:** (10’)
  (Locals, NewMiners, Others)
- **Summary of NewMine Work Package:** (5’)
  Coördinator summarizes (sub)domain, objectives, research questions & methods
- **ESR:** Phd’s pitch their research! (10’)
- **Answering the relevant questions** (30’
Small Group Conversations

- 1 hour for interesting exchange
- Self-Organising Conversations
- 3 roles to divide (volunteers)
  - Time keeper
  - Moderator
  - Notulist
- Plenary debrief
  - Short Summary (1 relevant question to comment upon)
  - Question/suggestion for other groups or panel
Plenary Exchange

- Share a new insight that comes out of the group conversation (conclusion, question answered)

- Share a challenge, open/new question that we should take further with us as a research community
Conclusions & View ahead

- **Take away for NewMiners, for ‘Locals’:**
  - Tom Jones & Maurice Ballard
- **Relevant questions (& answers) part of learning**
- **How to stay in touch?**
  - LinkedIn group
  - Facebook
  - Newsletter & communication channels NewMine
  - Events